Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

1. Add the suffix -ation to the underlined verbs to complete the sentences below.

   At first, Jay thought it was a strange being the teacher. He hadn’t complete any lesson so decided that the class should have extra situate football. The children were very happy about this .

2. Underline all the pronouns in the sentences below.

   Mr Jones’s pokey flat was rather like himself and his car: too old, too ordered and too beige. The most interesting thing in it was a photo of an old lady on top of a box-shaped TV.

3. Rewrite the sentence below as direct speech.
   Remember to punctuate your answer correctly.

   He asked if they would like to play football.

   He asked them, _______________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________

4. Complete the sentence below using either ‘a’ or ‘an’.

   Jay thought that the only interesting thing in Mr Jones’s flat was ___ picture of ___ old lady.
5. Expand the noun phrase below.

the flat